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SPECIAL DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Dear brothers and sisters and children of My Father:

When your prayers are sincere and loving they are heard with love from the Thrones that are in the
Heavens, and God your Beloved Father pours the universe of His Infinite Mercy.

When prayer is sustained with strength the purpose it generates a redoubling of the powers of its
Grace and it first touches the hearts that are fallen. In this way, My Merciful Heart also acts to save
the souls that are lost or the souls that suffer in the fire of hell.

But if prayer is permanent, without becoming monotonous, the result that it will generate with the
passing of the days will be stronger and evident to those who pray with the heart, because the
realities that make the world succumb will be closed and peace will be established.

During these preparatory days for the Marathon of the Divine Mercy My Heart has felt the Graces
that the disciples have attracted to themselves in collaboration with the rescue of this world. In these
times prayer communicates Heaven with the Earth, it communicates the souls with God and
consequently it communicates them with the Sacred Hearts.

The soul that dedicates spaces in its life for prayer will be transformed little by little. It will be like a
bowl between My Hands that will be polished and molded in a new shape unknown to the world. It
will be a permeable spirit that will receive the impulses of My Love to achieve conversion and
redemption.

But on My Table there are few bowls, the majority of them are allowing to be deposited within
themselves elements that do not belong to My Universal Source. For this has arrived the hour of
deciding if the heart wants to be with Me in Heaven or if it wants to keep for itself the old codes.

My Mercy expects to be able to act at the end of these times as a mediator and a redeemer of all of
the causes that impede the awakening of the spiritual life. It is time to confirm the election of the
path and this decision also comes for those who have surrendered themselves to Me in the
consecrated life. The true soul waits for its great step towards the infinite.

Under the Redemption and the Power of God, be blessed.

Thank you for living My messages with the Heart!

Christ Jesus.


